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Abstract: In the last few decades, the literature on moral responsibility has been increasingly

populated by scientific studies. Studies in neuroscience and psychology, in particular, have

been claimed to be relevant for discussions about moral responsibility in a number of ways.

And at the same time, there is not yet a systematic understanding of the sort of questions a

science of moral responsibility is supposed to answer. This paper is an attempt to move to-

ward of such an understanding. I discuss three models for framing scientific questions rele-

vant to an investigation of moral responsibility. The favored model—the Enhancement model

—proposes that a science of moral responsibility has two descriptive tasks. First, science can

describe the causes and effects of the many sorts of responses that constitute the human prac-

tices of moral responsibility, such as praise, blame, and punishment. And, second, science can

describe how modifications aiming at the improvement of such practices can be achieved.

Relatively to the other models to be considered, the Enhancement model is broader in scope

and less tied to the traditional philosophical agenda on moral responsibility.
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1  Introduction

Among the questions that science can in principle answer, which ones matter for an investiga-

tion of moral responsibility? Despite the increase in scientific studies related to moral respon-

sibility and free will, little effort has been made to systematically define the questions for

such an investigation. This paper discusses three general models that can be used to frame an-

swers to the question posed, one of which is favored in the end. And while these answers are

mainly a matter for philosophical debate, I hope the reflection can help those interested in the

scientific study of moral responsibility think more explicitly about the questions they are—or

could be—trying to answer.

The paper  is  structured as follows.  Section 2 focuses  on what  I  call  the Minimal

model, which gives science a relatively small set of questions about moral responsibility. Sec-
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tion 3 discusses a model that arises in the context of the experimental philosophy movement,

the Folk intuitions model. Section 4 presents my favored model, namely, the Enhancement

model. Relatively to the previous models, the Enhancement model innovates by integrating a

broader set of scientific questions about moral responsibility, and by giving science not just

purely descriptive questions (e.g., what does causally affect responsibility ascriptions?) but

also questions that pertain to a more revisionist enterprise (e.g., how can morally objection-

able aspects of responsibility ascriptions be modified?).

2  The Minimal model

Among the models for framing the scientific questions that matter for an investigation of

moral responsibility to be considered here, the Minimal model is (although tacitly) the most

widely assumed in contemporary philosophical discussion. According to this model, science is

supposed to contribute with the assessment of the empirical conditions postulated by different

views about the nature of moral responsibility. By telling whether such conditions are ever

satisfied, science helps to tell whether there are any morally responsible human beings, i.e.,

beings that satisfy conditions that are necessary (or sufficient) for moral responsibility. I call

this model ‘minimal’ because it denies science any further role in the investigation of moral

responsibility. In particular, it denies that science can help to determine what the conditions of

moral responsibility are.

Robert Kane’s (1996) work on free will and moral responsibility is a clear example of

the Minimal model at work. Kane is an incompatibilist about free will and determinism, and

as such he assumes that the falsity of determinism is a necessary condition for the existence of

free and morally responsible agents.1 Kane defends incompatibilism on the basis of traditional

philosophical arguments, but he turns for science when the question is whether determinism is

actually false:

There are empirical aspects of the free will issue that mere philosophical speculation cannot co-opt.
If free will of a nondeterminist kind should exist in nature, then the atoms must somewhere ‘swerve’
to make room for it, and they must swerve in places where it matters—in the brain, for example.
(Kane, 1996, p. 17)

The investigation about the existence of such undetermined events, according to Kane, turns

on  questions  about  the  physical  world  in  general—and  our  brains,  in  particular.  Kane’s

project, therefore, assumes a conception about the role of science in the investigation of moral

1 Determinism can be understood as the thesis that the complete state of the world at a given time and the
natural laws that are true in this world fix the state of the world at any subsequent time (Hoefer, 2016).
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responsibility that is in accordance with the Minimal model as previously defined.

Compatibilist theories—those that take free will and moral responsibility to be possi-

ble even if determinism is true—may also have empirically assessable commitments. John

Martin Fischer and Mark Ravizza (1998), for example, argue that responsiveness to reasons (a

capacity to use reasons to guide one’s behavior) is a necessary condition of moral responsibil-

ity. Like in Kane’s work, the condition is justified using philosophical arguments. But the

claim that human beings are responsive to reasons as required is itself amenable to scientific

scrutiny. For example, some other philosophers have examined whether the situationist litera-

ture—empirical results showing that minor aspects of the environment can influence our be-

havior  in  usually  unnoticed  ways—undermines  reasons  responsiveness  (see,  e.g.,  Nelkin,

2005; Schlosser, 2013; Vargas, 2013; Shepherd,  2015). This is another instance of the Mini-

mal model at work.

Further examples arise in discussions about the impact of the so-called Libet-style ex-

periments on a number of proposed conditions for free will and moral responsibility. Libet et

al. (1983) found a pattern of neural activity called ‘readiness potential’ (RP) to precede simple

spontaneous movements such as flexing a finger or a wrist, and also the moment subjects re-

ported to have consciously felt the urge to execute those movements. Recent studies in this

paradigm were able to use patterns of neural activity to predict which button (right or left) a

subject would press approximately 7 seconds before actual movement, although with a rela-

tively low accuracy (Soon et al., 2008; Haynes, 2011). It has been widely discussed whether

and how these results do or could impact the satisfaction of a number of proposed conditions

for the existence of free will and moral responsibility. For example, do the results show that

decisions are deterministically caused by neural events (Roskies, 2006, 2011, 2014; Balaguer,

2009; Haynes, 2011;  Misirlisoy & Haggard, 2014; Nahmias,  2014; Fischborn,  2016,  2017;

Roskies & Nahmias,  2017)?  Do they show that decisions, intentions, or conscious mental

states in general do not play the role they are supposed to do in the generation of actions

(Nahmias,  2002;  Wegner,  2002;  Pockett,  Banks  & Gallagher,  2006;  Gomes,  2007;  Mele,

2009;  Baumeister,  Masicampo  &  Vohs,  2011;  Schlosser,  2012;  Marques,  2015;  Asma,

forthcoming)? These questions, once again, share the assumption that science can help to tell

whether the conditions of moral responsibility are ever satisfied.

The examples considered above suggest that the Minimal model has been very influ-

ential in guiding the incorporation of scientific results into the philosophical literature on free
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will and moral responsibility. One of the model’s main strengths is that it transfers to science

those questions that cannot be answered by philosophy alone.2 But as I will argue in the fol-

lowing sections, the Minimal model fails to include a number of scientific questions that may

also be relevant in an investigation of moral responsibility. In other words, even if it is granted

that the Minimal model covers relevant and legitimate scientific questions, it may still fail as a

framework for the investigation of moral responsibility as a whole.3 The next section consid-

ers a second model that covers some aditional questions.

3  The Folk intuitions model

According to the Minimal model, the only goal of a science of moral responsibility is to help

to determine whether the conditions of moral  responsibility  are  ever  satisfied.  A different

model arises within the experimental philosophy movement. Because the term ‘experimental

philosophy’ itself is associated with a number of different projects  (Alfano & Loeb, 2016,

section 2), I reserve the term ‘Folk intuitions model’ to refer to one of them in particular. In

this section I describe the envisaged model and argue that it also fails to capture the full range

of questions that matter for a science of moral responsibility.

The methodology of experimental philosophy was first applied to questions related to

moral responsibility in an attempt to advance the traditional dispute among compatibilists and

incompatibilists (Nahmias et al., 2005). As I said earlier, this is a dispute about what the con-

ditions of moral responsibility are—incompatibilits affirm, while compatibilists deny, that the

falsity of determinism is among such conditions. Nahmias et al. (2005) noted that “so many

philosophers [compatibilists and incompatibilists alike] claim that their own position has the

most intuitive appeal and best fits our ordinary conception of free will and our practices of re-

sponsibility attribution” (p. 563). Because compatibilists and incompatibilists cannot be both

right in their claims, Nahmias et al. proposed that surveying non-experts’ actual ascriptions of

responsibility when exposed to relevant thought experiments could help to better assess the

2 It should be noted that the Minimal model is consistent with the possibility that none of the conditions
for the existence of moral responsibility can be assessed scientifically. A defense of this thesis would
involve showing that science cannot help to assess the truth of any of the suggested conditions of moral
responsibility. Although this position has been defended regarding some of the conditions discussed—
for example, observations have been said to be insufficient to justify a choice between stochastic and
deterministic models in some cases  (Suppes,1993, but see  Werndl,  2013, 2016)—an argument would
still be needed to show that the same holds for all of them.

3 Similar remarks apply to the other models to be discussed below. Accordingly, while there is no conflict
among the scientific questions that arise within each of the models, there may be conflict among the in -
tegral views about the investigation of moral responsibility the models assume.
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intuitive appeal of each view. The results—the authors suggested—would help not to solve

the old philosophical disputes, but to better assign the burden of proof, in such a way that

more intuitive views could start off with an advantage or “squatters’ rights” (p. 564). In addi-

tion, the results could help to assess how revisionary different views about free will and moral

responsibility are (pp. 564-565).

Nahmias et al.’s (2005) own results suggested that most people are willing to attribute

free will and moral responsibility to agents in deterministic scenarios.  Nichols and Knobe

(2007) presented the first evidence that most people deny that agents in deterministic scenar-

ios are morally responsible, at least if the scenario is described in more abstract terms. The de-

bate has remained inconclusive since then. While some results and interpretations support the

claim  that  most  people  are  naturally  compatibilists  (Nahmias,  Coates  &  Kvaran,  2007;

Murray & Nahmias, 2014; Andow & Cova, 2016; Monroe, Brady & Malle, 2017), others sup-

port  the claim of a  natural  incompatibilism  (Rose & Nichols,  2013;  Feltz,  2015;  Bear  &

Knobe, 2016), and some other results are mixed (Roskies & Nichols, 2008; Nadelhoffer et al.,

2014). As things stand now, the question remains open (Schooler et al., 2015) and some have

suggested that it may not be even worth looking for a unified ordinary view in this domain

(Feltz, Cokely & Nelson, 2016).

I take the research program just reviewed to instantiate what I call the Folk intuitions

model. The key assumption in this model is that science can help to determine the conditions

for the existence of morally responsible agents. The Folk intuitions model, therefore, rejects

the Minimal model’s assumption that science can only help to tell which of the conditions for

moral responsibility are actually satisfied. One of the strengths of the Folk intuitions model is

that it helps to keep philosophical theories close to those human activities they are supposed

to be about. Alfred Mele claimed that a risk for the philosophical discussion of free will is to

have  “nothing more than a philosophical fiction as its subject matter’’ (Mele, 2001, p. 27).

The Folk intuitions model can help to avoid the risk by providing a more accurate portrait of

folk concepts and judgments. The Folk intuitions model, moreover, can also incorporate some

of the scientific questions assigned to science within the Minimal model, even though the

models themselves diverge. In this enlarged version, science contributes with both the specifi-

cation of the conditions of moral responsibility and the assessment of their satisfaction. How-

ever, the Minimal model and the Folk intuitions model (even in its enlarged version) still fail

to give science the full role it can have in an investigation of moral responsibility. Both mod-
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els arise out of a philosophical agenda which does not (and does not have to) represent all of

the scientific questions about moral responsibility we may be interested in answering. In the

next section,  I  describe some of the questions the Minimal model and the Folk intuitions

model leave behind. These further questions set the stage for developing an alternative view

about the science of moral responsibility.

4  The Enhancement model

Although the models so far considered propose legitimate scientific questions about moral re-

sponsibility, they are far from complete. At best, they give a complete picture of the scientific

questions that are relevant for the kind of philosophical work on moral responsibility that has

been predominant. In this section I describe an alternative model—the Enhancement model—

which gives a unified shape to an investigation aiming at the understanding and improvement

of the social practices associated with moral responsibility. I begin by describing the general

features of the Enhancement model, and then I illustrate how it integrates a broader variety of

results, some of which have not been recognized so far as pertaining to a broader and shared

enterprise on moral responsibility.

It was implicit in the discussion thus far that a central objective in an investigation of

moral responsibility is to specify under what conditions it is acceptable or appropriate to re-

spond to an agent in certain ways. Of course it is open to discussion what exactly ‘appropri-

ate’ means in this context, as well as what the intended responses are (see, e.g., Rosen, 2015;

Zimmerman, 2015), but the same general objective could be set for various candidates. The

Enhancement model proposes that pursuing the general objective involves at least three broad

types of tasks—namely, conceptual, descriptive, and normative tasks—and that science’s pri-

mary role is to execute the descriptive tasks. Within the Enhancement model, however, this

descriptive task goes beyond the description of responsibility practices as they currently stand.

The model leaves open the possibility that a normative assessment can find current practices

problematic and in need of revision. In such cases, science has the further task of describing

the available routes for change.

An example of a conceptual task is the definition of terms used in the investigation of

moral responsibility. This is a traditional business of philosophers, and key questions include

what it is to be an agent, what responsibility involves, what it is to blame, punish, or praise

someone, and so on. Conceptual assumptions are involved in the very definition of the central
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objective of the investigation of moral responsibility mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Once this initial conceptualization of key notions is available (even if provisional), the En-

hancement model gives science its first task, which is to describe how responsibility practices

actually operate. This description focuses on what I will call ‘responsibility responses’, i.e.,

the kinds of responses or reactions that are characteristic of moral responsibility, which in-

clude praise, blame, and punishment as paradigmatic cases. And the description should aim at

providing us with a comprehensive understanding of the causes and effects of those responses.

I take this descriptive enterprise to be a task for a plurality of scientific disciplines and fields

—certainly including many fields of psychology, neuroscience, and the social sciences—and

for a plurality of methodological approaches within those disciplines and fields.

A second task science gets within the Enhancement model is conditional on a norma-

tive assessment of the workings of ordinary responsibility practices as revealed in the first

task. The Enhancement model assumes that any aspect of actual responsibility responses may

be found faulty upon normative scrutiny. Like the descriptive tasks assigned to science, this

normative assessment is not supposed to be restricted to a single field or approach—potential

candidates include, but are not limited to ethical, social, political, and legal normative theo-

ries. For the purposes of this paper, the most important consequence of this normative assess-

ment is that it generates a further potential role for science. If ordinary responsibility practices

turn out to have any problematic aspects, then it is desirable to find ways for improvement.

Therefore, the second task science gets within the Enhancement model is to describe the pos-

sible routes for effectively changing those problematic aspects. And, because interventions are

likely to also involve potential risks or costs, the choice to pursue change in any of the avail-

able ways is likely to involve further normative assessments.4

In sum, the Enhancement model gives the science of moral responsibility two main

tasks. The first task is to describe the causes and effects of responsibility responses. And the

second task is to describe possible ways for changing problematic aspects associated with the

workings of those responses. In the remainder of this section I illustrate how these tasks can

be and have already been carried on. But I emphasize from the start that although the philo-

4 The influence of values is often considered in discussions about the objectivity of science. The En-
hancement model allows for research questions and applications of scientific results to be affected by
those values assumed in the normative assessment of responsibility practices. Most philosophers, how-
ever, do not take this sort of interference to be a threat to scientific objectivity. As Fischer et al. (2007,
sec. 3.1) note, “[t]he real debate is about whether or not the ‘core’ of scientific reasoning—the gather-
ing of evidence and the assessment and acceptance of scientific theories—is, and should be, value-
free.”.
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sophical and scientific tasks (and the two scientific tasks themselves) can be clearly distin-

guished for the purposes of reflection, they are often mixed in actual investigation. In illustrat-

ing how the proposed tasks can be realized, I also hope to show how the Enhancement model

integrates within the science of moral responsibility a number of studies that so far have been

largely ignored in more philosophically-oriented work on the topic.

The Path model of blame developed by Malle, Guglielmo and Monroe (2014) exem-

plifies what the first descriptive task can look like. This model hypothesizes that ordinary at-

tributions of blame are guided by a process that involves the evaluation of certain conditions.

First, blame only emerges if an agent is judged to have caused an event or outcome that vio-

lates a norm (2014, p. 151). If this  condition is met,  then a second step involves judging

“whether the agent brought about the event intentionally” (p. 151). Once intentionality is as-

sessed, two routes may follow. If the event was intentionally brought about, then the amount

of blame depends on whether the agent had good reasons for the action, resulting in “minimal

blame if the agent was justified in acting this way; maximal blame if the agent was not justi-

fied” (p. 151). If no intentionality is detected, then the amount of blame is guided by an as-

sessment of the agent’s obligations and capacity to prevent the undesirable event, in such a

way that the existence of such obligation and capacity results in more blame, and their ab-

sence results in low or no blame (see 2014, p. 151, figure 2).

The Path model of blame contrasts with the kind of scientific result that is emphasized

within the Minimal and the Folk intuitions models. Granted, philosophical theories of moral

responsibility  propose  conditions  under  which  blame  is  appropriate,  many  of  which  are

roughly in accordance with the Path model of blame. But the scientific questions within the

Minimal model concern whether or not those conditions are satisfied in most or in special

cases, regardless of whether considerations about those conditions are causally operative or

not in ordinary blame ascriptions. Similarly, even though the Folk intuitions model assumes

that proposed conditions of moral responsibility should approximate ordinary ascriptions of

blame, the questions assigned to science have been largely concerned with solving controver-

sial philosophical disputes about what is intuitive (as in the compatibilism versus incompati-

bilism issue), and not with providing a comprehensive explanation of blame ascriptions. The

Enhancement model emphasizes the goal of describing the causes and effects of ordinary re-

sponsibility reactions in a comprehensive and accurate way whether or not such causes and ef-

fects capture what has been emphasized in more traditional philosophical theories.
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Similar empirical questions can be raised about any other kind of response associated

with moral responsibility.  Consider punishment.  Throughout adult  life,  the primary use of

punishment is supposed to be regulated by criminal justice systems. Despite this fact, there is

evidence that external factors—such as the gender, race, and age of punished individuals—in-

fluence  punishment  patterns  (Steffensmeier,  Ulmer  &  Kramer,  1998;  Spohn  & Holleran,

2000). Different forms of punishment are also often used by parents in the process of rearing

their children. Regarding  physical punishment, in particular, studies indicate that predictive

factors of its use include the “perception of the seriousness and intent of the child misbehav-

ior” (Ateah & Durrant, 2005). On the positive side of responsibility responses, gratitude, for

example, has been shown to arise when one has benefited from someone else’s intentional be-

havior  (McCullough, Kimeldorf & Cohen, 2008). The Enhancement model takes all these

studies as contributions to the task of describing the workings of ordinary responsibility re-

sponses.

Now, as noted earlier, the causes and effects of responsibility responses may not coin-

cide with the conditions for moral responsibility  postulated by philosophical theories,  nor

need all of them be accepted as desirable. In more general terms, we may have normative rea-

sons to think that the way responsibility responses operate needs modification. And this possi-

bility sets the stage for the second task assigned to science within the Enhancement model,

namely, the investigation about how to effect changes in problematic aspects of responsibility

practices.

The Path model of blame predicts that blame arises when someone violates a norm in-

tentionally. But, under certain circumstances, it seems disputable that blaming responses aris-

ing in this way are acceptable, much less recommended. Hanna Pickard (2011; 2013), for in-

stance, has developed a notion of responsibility without blame. In certain therapeutic settings,

she argues, blame is counterproductive for recovery even though capacities that are required

for moral responsibility are significantly operative. But it is beneficial for treatment that pa-

tients see themselves as responsible for their actions. How then can responsibility and blame

be separated? Pickard’s proposal is that therapists need to withhold the expression of negative

emotions and judgments that give blame its characteristic ‘sting’. Instead, they should appeal

to what she calls ‘detached blame’: “Detached blame consists in judgments of blameworthi-

ness, and may further involve correspondingly appropriate revisions of intentions, the imposi-

tion  of  negative  consequences,  and  accountability  and  answerability”  (Pickard,  2013,  p.
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1146). But this is to be distinguished from an ‘affective’ form of blame, which characteristi-

cally involves the blamer feeling herself entitled to express certain negative reactive attitudes

and emotions. The affective form of blame, she says, is counterproductive for treatment and

active steps should be taken to prevent its manifestation in therapeutic contexts. Pickard’s pro-

posal is in accordance with what I call a normative assessment of responsibility practices as

well as with the scientific description of alternatives. Of course, it can be replied that thera-

peutic contexts are too peculiar to imply any general verdict about responsibility norms, and

so it may be worth looking at more common contexts as well.

Research on relationships and conflict resolution provides a more ordinary case for re-

flection. Counselors working in schools are sometimes advised to seek conflict resolution in

ways that make students stop “from blaming one another or pointing fingers at whose fault it

is” (Brinson, Kottler & Fisher, 2004, p. 300). In workplace settings, blaming was found posi-

tively associated with seeking revenge and negatively associated with reconciliation (Aquino,

Tripp & Bies, 2001). And marital satisfaction can be negatively affected when spouses keep

blaming one another for their problems and faults (Madden & Janoff-Bulman, 1981; Kubany

et al., 1995).  Malle, Guglielmo and Monroe (2014, pp. 173-174) themselves also describe a

“darker side” of blame, which includes blame expressed with exaggerated emotional intensity,

blame followed by complaints and countercomplaints that increase the odds of conflict, and

situations where the value of repairing a relationship is missing, or a powerful social group

creates “scapegoats” to be blamed for the larger community’s problems. The physical punish-

ment of children raises similar concerns. The practice has become increasingly condemned

world-wide due to its long-lasting effects on children’s behavior, relationships, and mental

health  (Ateah  & Durrant,  2005;  Afifi  et  al.,  2006;  Lansford  et  al.,  2007;  Teicher,  2010;

Durrant & Ensom, 2012; Initiative, 2015; Kish & Newcombe, 2015).

Rather than making specific judgments about the acceptability of blame or punishment

in such a variety of contexts, my point is simply that studies like the ones just mentioned

should all be seen as part of a comprehensive science of moral responsibility. Science can pro-

vide us with an accurate view of current responsibility practices and guidance about how to

avoid problematic aspects. These are both essential tasks for the science of moral responsibil-

ity as defined by the Enhancement model.

While in the cases just considered the suggestion is that science can help to improve

responsibility practices by finding ways to prevent certain responsibility responses, the prac-
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tices can also be improved by having other responses promoted. This possibility arises from

the fact that some factors can influence responsibility responses in an inhibitory way. Some

studies about violence against women exemplify this situation.

Since at least the late 1980s, researchers have been aware of a serious problem of sex-

ual violence against women in the university context. In a study in the United States by Koss,

Gidycz and Wisniewski (1987), 28% of women in college reported being a victim of a crime

satisfying the legal definition of rape since the age of fourteen. The problem was neither re-

stricted to the higher education context, nor to the United States. In a population-based survey

in the United States, 18% of women reported having been raped, and 45% reported having

been victims of other forms of sexual violence (Black et al., 2011). And the problem has been

documented world-wide (WHO, 2013).

From the standpoint of the Enhancement model, it matters to note that proposed strate-

gies to reduce those sorts of violence have included a promotion of responsibility responses.

Black et al. (2011, p. 4) say that “[a]n important part of any response […] is to hold perpetra-

tors accountable”. Responsibility responses are also promoted within so-called ‘bystander ap-

proaches’ to the prevention of sexual violence:

Bystander models share a literature that provides guidance on which factors increase the likelihood
that a bystander will intervene to prevent violence. Briefly, the objective of bystander intervention is
to involve both men and women to change the context or environment that may tacitly support vio-
lence against women. (Coker et al., 2011, p. 779)

The Green Dot Intervention Program is one such bystander program that was found effective

in promoting bystander interventions (Coker et al., 2011). In assessing the program, Coker et

al. used a modified version of the Bystander Behaviors Scale (Banyard, Plante & Moynihan,

2005), in which participants were asked to inform things such as how often they “spoke up if

somebody said that someone deserved to be raped or to be hit by their partner” (pp. 785-786)

and how often they “spoke up to someone who was bragging or making excuses for forcing

someone to have sex with them” (p. 786). These ‘speaking-ups’ clearly express disapproba-

tion and censure, and as such, they count as expressions of blame. Thus, while in the cases

earlier considered responsibility practices could be enhanced by having certain responses pre-

vented, in the case of sexual violence the practices can be enhanced by having some responses

promoted.

The Enhancement model, therefore, improves on the Minimal model and the Folk in-

tuitions model by giving the science of moral responsibility a set of questions that is broader
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in scope and less tied to the traditional philosophical agenda. As the Folk intuitions model is

intended to do, the Enhancement model also keeps a tight connection with real-world prac-

tices. But it takes the practices as they currently stand as just a starting point for an investiga-

tion whose ultimate goal is their improvement. After all, actual practices can be suboptimal in

a number of ways, in which case we would all benefit from acknowledging the imperfections

and finding ways to fix them. Hence, according to the Enhancement model science should de-

scribe the current state of the practices as well as the available ways for pursuing their im-

provement.

5  Some related views

The many scientific studies mentioned in the previous section instantiate different aspects of

the investigation of moral responsibility described by the Enhancement model. In this respect,

the Enhancement model is just a framework that integrates a variety of available studies, mak-

ing explicit their underlying assumptions and relations. This section describes some views that

approximate aspects of the Enhancement model as such, i.e., as an explicit framework for the

investigation of moral responsibility that integrates descriptive and evaluative work with the

aim of improving responsibility practices.

The approach to moral responsibility originally put forth by P.F.  Strawson (1962, p.

152) and further developed by Adina Roskies and Bertram Malle (2013) has a lot in common

with the Enhancement model.  One of the insights in Strawson’s landmark essay is the idea

that we should look at how responsibility practices figure in ordinary interpersonal relations in

order to establish what the conditions for moral responsibility are.5 Although Strawson sought

to describe the practices based on armchair considerations, Roskies and Malle (2013) updated

the method by turning to empirical studies, including an earlier version of the Path model of

blame (Guglielmo, Monroe & Malle, 2009; Malle, Guglielmo & Monroe, 2012). In this first

aspect, Roskies and Malle’s approach is very similar to the first descriptive task assigned to

science within the Enhancement model. Roskies and Malle also mention that ordinary respon-

sibility practices could be “measured against deeper values such as fairness and justice (and

[that] perhaps some cultures have more just practices of blame and punishment than others)”

(2013, p. 147). This is close to the Enhancement model’s proposed normative assessment of

5 Although it is open to debate how exactly Strawson’s point is to be understood, it seems to involve the
assumption that people are responsible because they are held responsible in interpersonal relations, and
not the other way around—hence the claim that the approach involves some sort of ‘reversal’ (see
Todd, 2016, for an in-depth discussion of the point).
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responsibility practices, although Roskies and Malle do not describe the search for improve-

ment that such an assessment can motivate neither the role science can have in it. On the other

hand, when briefly discussing certain studies in psychology, Strawson did acknowledge “the

possibility and desirability of redirection and modification of our human attitudes in the light

of these studies” (1962, p. 170). This largely ignored aspect of Strawson’s contribution ap-

proximates the Enhancement model’s evaluative and descriptive tasks directed toward the im-

provement of ordinary practices, even though Strawson himself did not distinguish between

the normative and scientific  elements  involved.  Finally,  Strawson as well  as  Roskies and

Malle were very interested in assessing the relevance of determinism in ordinary practices,

and this is a point where both views depart from the Enhancement model. For within the En-

hancement model, determinism may become relevant only if it is explanatorily relevant—for

example, if beliefs about determinism play a causal role in current responsibility practices—or

if determinism is thought to be both true and normatively relevant for an assessment of the

practices. If none of these conditions is met, then the topic of determinism is at best secondary

within the Enhancement model.

Hagop Sarkissian’s (2010) work on the situationist literature also has elements in com-

mon with the Enhancement model. As mentioned earlier (section 2), research in social psy-

chology provides evidence that seemingly minor environmental factors can have a major in-

fluence on one’s subsequent moral behavior. Although the situationist literature may seem

troubling, Sarkissian argues that it also opens the possibility that minor changes in our actions

and attitudes—such as “choice of words, emotional expressions, mannerisms, tone of voice,

posture” (2010. p. 10)—can positively impact the situations we find ourselves in: “By proac-

tively introducing signals that foster an environment amenable to cooperation, one can en-

hance the probabilities of positive outcomes emerging.” (p. 10). This concern for improving

the moral quality of human interactions is something the Enhancement model shares with

Sarkissian’s approach. But there are also differences in scope. First, Sarkissian focuses on im-

proving the outcomes of human interactions in general, while the Enhancement model is par-

ticularly  concerned  with  interactions  that  involve  responsibility  responses.  And,  second,

Sarkissian is specifically concerned with the impact of “minor tweaks” in our behavior and at-

titudes, while the Enhancement model leaves open the type of adjustment to be considered.

Finally,  it  may  be  instructive  to  distinguish  between  the  Enhancement  model  and

Manuel Vargas’ (2007; 2013) revisionist approach to moral responsibility. Vargas assumes that
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most people take responsibility practices to rely on incompatibilist commitments (2013, p. 40)

but contends that libertarian theories assuming the existence of indeterministic processes at

“particular places and times along the pathway to human decisions” (p. 67) fail to meet a stan-

dard of naturalistic plausibility. Vargas thinks this situation justifies not skepticism—the view

that no one is morally responsible—but revisionism, a “repair to commonsense thinking, one

that strips away the metaphysically demanding elements of libertarianism and preserves the

justifiable core of our attitudes and practices.” (2007, p. 160). The Enhancement model shares

Vargas’ idea that responsibility practices can be justified in part because they help to cultivate

a valuable form of agency. But the two views have different targets when it comes to their

proposed revisions. Vargas’ approach is mainly concerned with the revision of ordinary com-

mitments or beliefs (particularly the incompatibilist ones). The Enhancement model, in con-

trast, focuses on possible revisions to the very responsibility responses that may or may not

depend on those beliefs.

6  Conclusion

This paper has considered three models that provide general frameworks for specifying the

scientific questions that matter for an investigation of moral responsibility. While the Minimal

model only gives science the task of telling whether specific conditions of moral responsibil-

ity are satisfied, the Folk intuitions model gives science a role in the very specification of

those conditions. Both models, however, are incomplete and leave out further relevant ques-

tions about moral responsibility. The Enhancement model gives voice to a group of such addi-

tional questions, one that arises out of an interest to understand and improve the actual work-

ings of responsibility responses. Within this framework, science gets the tasks of explaining

responsibility responses and describing how normatively problematic aspects of the responses

can be effectively changed. The Enhancement model, therefore, gives the science of moral re-

sponsibility both purely descriptive tasks and tasks that pertain to a more revisionist enterprise

whose ultimate goal is the improvement of responsibility practices.
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